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From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the eleventh installment in the world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the rise of Richard Sharpe, a Private in His Majesty’s Army at
the siege of Seringapatam. In the winter of 1811, the war seems lost. Spain has fallen to the French, except for Cadiz, now the Spanish capital and itself under siege. Inside the city walls an intricate
diplomatic dance is taking place and Richard Sharpe faces more than one enemy. The small British force is trapped by a French army, and their only hope lies with the outnumbered redcoats outside
refusing to admit defeat. There, in the sweltering horror of Barrosa, Sharpe will meet his old enemy Colonel Vandal once again.
In order to finance the Duke of Wellington's next campaign against Napoleon and his forces, Richard Sharpe undertakes to steal a fortune in gold and must outwit both Spanish guerrillas and the
French in the treacherous terrain of the Portuguese hills. Reprint.
Richard Sharpe and his men, quartered in a crumbling Portuguese fort, are attacked by an elite French unit, led by an old enemy of Sharpe's, and suffer heavy losses.The army's high command
blame Sharpe for the disaster and his military career seems to be ruined. His only hope is to redeem himself on the battlefield. So with his honour at stake, against an overwhelming number of
French troops, Sharpe leads his men to battle in the narrow streets of Fuentes de Oñoro.
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales)
makes real history come alive in his breathtaking historical fiction. Praised as "the direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has brilliantly captured the fury, chaos, and
excitement of battle as few writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular novels following the illustrious military career of British Army officer Richard Sharpe during
the late 18th and early 19th centuries. In Sharpe's Prey, Sharpe must prove his mettle once again after performing courageously on Wellesley's battlefields in India and the Iberian Peninsula, as he
undertakes a secret mission to Copenhagen, Denmark in 1807 to prevent a resurgent Napoleon from capturing the Danish fleet. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If only all history
lessons could be as vibrant."
Sharpe's Siege (#9)
Sharpe's Regiment
Richard Sharpe and the French Invasion of Galicia, January 1809
Sharpe's Escape
Richard Sharpe and the Peace of 1814
Bernard Cornwell's action-packed series that captures the gritty texture of Napoleonic warfare--now beautifully repackaged It's 1809, and Napoleon's army is sweeping across Spain. Lieutenant
Richard Sharpe is newly in command of the demoralized, distrustful men of the 95th Rifles. He must lead them to safety--and the only way of escape is a treacherous trek through the enemyinfested mountains of Spain.
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon
Tales) makes real history come alive in his breathtaking historical fiction. Praised as "the direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has brilliantly captured the fury, chaos,
and excitement of battle as few writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular novels following the illustrious military career of British Army officer Richard Sharpe
during the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Chronicling Sharpe's involvement in the famous Battle of Trafalgar in 1805, Sharpe's Trafalgar finds the young ensign captive on a French warship
and in gravest peril on the eve of the one of the most spectacular naval confrontations in history. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If only all history lessons could be as
vibrant."
Three classic Richard Sharpe adventures.
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first exciting adventure in the world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the rise of Richard Sharpe, a Private in His Majesty’s
Army at the siege of Seringapatam. “The greatest writer of historical adventures today.” —Washington Post Richard Sharpe. Soldier, hero, rogue—the man you always want on your side. Born in
poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green jacket he proudly wears.
Richard Sharpe and the Winter Campaign 1814
From Crimea with Love
Richard Sharpe and the Defence of Portugal, Christmas 1812
Sharpe's Battle
Sharpe's Sword

*The brand new novel, SHARPE’S ASSASSIN, is available to pre-order now* Lieutenant Richard Sharpe and a detachment of riflemen join the assault of a strong French force
holding the Holy City of Santiago de Compostela.
A classic Sharpe adventure: Richard Sharpe and the Winter Campaign, 1814.
Sharpe's RiflesHarperTorch
Richard Sharpe's peaceful existence in 1803 India is brutally shattered by a bitter English officer who has defected from the East India Company to join the mercenary forces of the
Mahratta confederation, and as Sharpe hunts down the turncoat, he is hurled into the battle of Assaye alongside the future Duke of Wellington. Reprint.
Death to the French
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Richard Sharpe and the Battle of Trafalgar, October 21, 1805
Sharpe's Rifles
Richard Sharpe and the Battle of Barrosa, March 1811
Sharpe's Honour
Newly promoted, Major Richard Sharpe leads his small force into the biting cold of the winter mountains. His task is to rescue a group of well-born women held hostage by a
rabble of deserters. And one of the renegades is Sergeant Hakeswill, Sharpe's most implacable enemy. But the rescue is the least of Sharpe's problems. He must face a far
greater threat. With only the support of his own company and the new Rocket Troop - the last word in military incompetence - to back his gamble, Sharpe cannot afford even
to recognize the prospect of defeat. For to surrender - or to fail - would mean the end of the war for the Allied armies... The Complete Sharpe Collection
New York Times Bestselling Author Newly Reissued Richard Sharpe returns to the battlefields of the Iberian Peninsula, where he and his men bravely fight the French invasion
into Portugal in 1809. The world-renowned Sharpe series is now available with gorgeous packaging for a new generation of readers A few years after Richard Sharpe s heroic
exploits on the battlefields of Trafalgar, Sharpe finds himself once again in Portugal, fighting the savage armies of Napoleon Bonaparte, as they try to bring the whole of the
Iberian Peninsula under their control. Travelling with a small British contingent, Sharpe is on the lookout for Kate Savage, the daughter of an English wine shipper, who has
gone missing a few months before. But just as he follows the first leads to the missing girl, the French onslaught on Portugal begins and the city of Oporto becomes a bloody
scene of carnage and disaster as it falls into the hands of the enemy.
At the height of the 1810 battle of Bussaco, Captain Richard Sharpe finds himself separated from his company and lured into a trap from which he must escape in order to
rejoin the conflict at the Lines of Torres Vedras and stop French invaders at Lisbon. By the author of Sharpe's Havoc. Reprint.
As Napoleon threatens to crush Britain on the battlefield, Lt. Col. Richard Sharpe leads a ragtag army to exact personal revenge against a French general known for his acts of
terror. Sharpe's Battle takes Richard Sharpe and his company back to the spring of 1811 and one of the most bitter battles of the Peninsular War, a battle on which all British
hopes of victory in Spain will depend. Sharpe is given responsibility to lead an Irish battalion of the king of Spain's household guard, ceremonial troops untrained and
unequipped for battle. While quartered in the crumbling fort of San Isidro, they are attacked by murderous Brigadier General Guy Luop's elite French brigade. Sharpe has
witnessed General Loup's despicable was crimes before; to put an end to them, and to settle another more personal score, Sharpe must lead his company into the blood-gutted
streets of Fuentes de Oñoro, where thousands of French troops have amassed, in a battle to the death.
Sharpe's Eagle
Richard Sharpe and the French Invasion of Galicia, January, 1809
Sharpe 3-Book Collection 3: Sharpe s Trafalgar, Sharpe s Prey, Sharpe s Rifles
Sharpe's Havoc
Richard Sharpe and the Bussaco Campaign, 1810
A small British army is stranded when the French invade northern Portugal. Sharpe is cut off and his attempts to fight his way
back to the British lines fail until he is joined by the future Duke of Wellington.They immediately mount a counter-attack and
Sharpe, having been the hunted, becomes the hunter once more. Amidst the wreckage of a defeated army, in the storm lashed hills of
the Portuguese frontier, Sharpe takes his revenge.
It is 1811 and the French are making yet another attempt to invade Portugal and push the British back to the sea. Facing them is a
wasted land- and Captain Richard Sharpe. But Sharpe's job is under threat and he has made a new enemy, a Portuguese criminal known
as Ferragus who has devised a simple way of ingratiating himself with the French.
An up-from-the-ranks officer in Wellington's army determines to capture one of the golden eagles possessed by each of Napoleon's
battalions, his private revenge and a small part of the panorama of the epochal Battle of Waterloo.
For more than twenty years, Richard Sharpe, the brave and dashing officer who rose from rags on the street to a commission in his
majesty's army, has been thrilling audiences on both the page and on screen. Now the incomparable Bernard Cornwell ("the greatest
writer of historical novels today"*) returns with a thrilling new installment—the first new Sharpe novel in more than two years.
The year is 1811. With the British army penned into a small part of Portugal, and all of Spain fallen to the invader except for
the coastal city of Cádiz, the French appear to have won their war. Captain Richard Sharpe has no business being in Cádiz, but
when an attack on a French-held bridge goes disastrously wrong, Sharpe—accompanied by Harper, his loyal Irish sergeant, and the
obnoxious Brigadier Moon—finds himself in a city under French siege. It is also a town riven by political rivalry. Some Spaniards
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believe their country's future would be best served if they broke their alliance with Britain and forged a friendship with
Napoléon's France; their cause is only strengthened when some letters written to a prostitute by the British ambassador fall into
their possession. They resort to blackmail, and Sharpe, raised in the gutters of London and taught to fight, is released into the
alleys of Cádiz to find the woman and retrieve the letters. Yet defeating the blackmailers will not save the city. That is up to
the charismatic Scotsman, Sir Thomas Graham, who takes a small British force o attack the French siege lines. The attack goes
horribly wrong; Sir Thomas's outnumbered army is trapped between the devil and the deep blue sea, and on a March morning, at
Barrosa, Richard Sharpe finds himself embroiled in one of the most desperate infantry struggles ever fought. Sir Thomas has his
own reasons for revenge, as does Sharpe, who goes into battle seeking the French colonel who precipitated the disaster that
stranded Sharpe in Cádiz. In a bloody and stirring battle, Sharpe and the English get their revenge and their victory, but at a
terrible cost. A triumph of both historical and battle fiction, Sharpe's Fury will sweep both old and new Sharpe fans into their
hero's incredible adventures.
Sharpe's Siege
Sharpe's Tiger
Sharpe's Gold
The American Sharpe
Sharpe's Triumph

Fresh from his heroic adventures in India (in "Sharpe's Fortress"), Richard Sharpe faces a new enemy when the ship carrying him home is attacked by a formidable French warship. With the help of a Royal Navy
captain, Sharpe learns the French ship carries a treaty that could ignite renewed hostilities against the British in India.
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the twelth installment in the world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the rise of Richard Sharpe, a Private in His Majesty’s Army at the siege of
Seringapatam. Quartered in a crumbling Portuguese fort, Richard Sharpe and his men are attacked by an elite French unit, led by an old enemy of Sharpe’s, and suffer heavy losses. The army’s high command
blame Sharpe for the disaster and his military career seems to be ruined. His only hope is to redeem himself on the battlefield. So with his honour at stake, against an overwhelming number of French troops,
Sharpe leads his men to battle in the narrow streets of Fuentes de Oñoro.
The invasion of France is underway and the British Navy has called upon the services of Major Richard Sharpe. He and a small force of riflemen are to capture a fortress and secure a landing on the French coast
- one of the most dangerous missions of his career.Through the reckless incompetence of a naval commander, Sharpe finds himself abandoned in the heart of enemy territory, facing overwhelming forces and the
very real prospect of defeat. He has no choice but to trust his fortunes to an American privateer - a man who has no love for the British invaders.Soldier, hero, rogue - Sharpe is the man you always want on your
side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles whose green jacket he proudly wears.
In the summer of 1992, Jason Salkey was cast in a role that would change his life forever. Sharpe’s Rifles, a Napoleonic war drama, was to be shot in the Crimean Peninsula. Little did the producers know that
they would be sending Jason and the crew to film in a rapidly disintegrating Soviet Union. There they faced near-starvation and danger round every corner as they set about creating one of Britain’s most
successful and critically acclaimed television programmes. From Crimea with Love documents the mishaps, blunders, incompetence and downright corruption that made Sharpe’s Rifles go down in British
television folklore for its unique tales of hardship. Follow the cast through intense depravation and constant catastrophe until they become every bit the jaded, battle-hardened soldiers we saw on screen. Tapping
into his diaries, photo journals and video log, Jason brings you an eye-opening, jaw-dropping insider’s account of one of the best-loved shows ever made.
Sharpe's Waterloo
Sharpe's Trafalgar
Richard Sharpe and the Talavera Campaign July 1809
The Adventures of an American Officer of the 95th Rifles in the Peninsular and Waterloo Campaigns
It is 1815. Sharpe is serving on the personal staff of the Prince of Orange, who refuses to listen to Sharpe's reports of an enormous army, led by
Napoleon, marching towards them.The Battle of Waterloo commences and it seems as if Sharpe must stand by and watch the grandest scale of military folly.
But at the height of battle, as victory seems impossible, Sharpe takes command and the most hard-fought and bloody battle of his career becomes his most
magnificent triumph.Soldier, hero, rogue - Sharpe is the man you always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and
climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles whose green jacket he proudly wears.
Amid the splendor and elegance of the city of Salamanca, Sharpe stalks the infamous Colonel Leroux--under direct orders from Napoleon--whose target is
"El Mirador," the spymaster whose network provides key information to the British. Reprint.
Richard Sharpe and the Peace of 1814.
Richard Sharpe and the Winter Campaign, 1814.
Richard Sharpe and the Battle of Trafalgar, 21 October 1805
Sharpe's Fury
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Sharpe's Enemy
Sharpe's Prey
Sharpe's Rifles (#1)

The Seventeenth Sharpe Novel Sees Sharpe Returning From India To London To Join The Newly Formed Green Jackets. Sharpe, Though A Little More Comfortable
With His New Officer Rank, Is Sure That This New Unit Is Of Lower Status, And That He Has Failed. His Ship Home Is Shipwrecked: He Is Captured By Pirates, But
Fighting Free With A Few Companions, Finds Himself On A British Navy Ship Heading To Join Nelson'S Fleet. And There, In October 1805, He Finds Himself Involved
In The Great Sea Battle, And Discovers New Skills In Fighting On Sea
Bold, professional, ruthless, hero and man of action
Taking Richard Sharpe to St Helena and Chile, this is an adventure story in the classic tradition.
Richard Sharpe returns to England to save the regiment.
Richard Sharpe and the Winter Campaign, 1814
Spain 1811
Sharpe's Devil
The Vitoria Campaign, February to June 1813
The Battle of Fuentes de Onoro, May 1811
Sharpe and his adventures has made the 95th Foot renowned again and the discovery of an unpublished diary by an American from Charleston South Carolina who served, despite his fatherʼs objections, as
an officer in this elite regiment has caused great excitement. James Penman Gairdner was born in Charleston, South Carolina, but he was sent back to the ʻOld Countryʼ for his education, receiving his
schooling at Harrow. After school, rather than joining his fatherʼs merchant business he decided to become a soldier, receiving a commission in the famous 95th Rifles. He subsequently served, without a
break, from the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo in January 1812 until the end of the war in 1814. He then fought in the Waterloo campaign and formed part of the Army of Occupation. He was wounded on three
occasions. Throughout his service he kept a journal, which he managed to maintain on almost a daily basis. This journal, along with a number of letters that he wrote to his family, have been edited by
renowned historian Gareth Glover and are presented here to the public for the first time. Readers will not find dramatic stories of great battles or adventurous escapades. Instead, Gairdner, details the
everyday life of one of Wellingtonʼs soldiers; one of marches and billets, of the weather, the places and the people of the Iberian Peninsula and of Paris and Occupied France ‒ the real nature of soldering. His
diaries also highlight the very strange relationship between these newly independent Americans and the ʻOld Countryʼ they had so recently fought with; which even allowed for a true American boy to fight in
the British Army, but not in America!
Major Sharpe finds himself a fugitive, hunted by enemy and ally alike.
Adventure. Britains's forces are retreating towards Corunna during a bitter winter, with Napoleon's victorious armies in pursuit. Lieutenant Richard Sharpe and a detachment of Riflemen are cut off from the
rest of the army and surrounded. Their only hope of escape is to accept the help of the Spanish, but this assistance comes at a price: to join the assault on the holy city of Santiago de Compostela, held by a
strong French force. There is little Sharpe would enjoy more.
"Death to the French" by C. S. Forester. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Sharpeʼs Rifles: The French Invasion of Galicia, January 1809 (The Sharpe Series, Book 6)
The Siege of Seringapatam, 1799
Misadventures in the Making of Sharpeʼs Rifles
Richard Sharpe and the Expedition to Denmark, 1807
Richard Sharpe and the Waterloo Campaign, 15 June to 18 June 1815
Sharpe's mission has seemed simple: capture a small unguarded French coastal fort, cripple Napoleon's supply lines, and retreat across the sea. But
behind the lines, Sharpe's old enemy, Pierre Ducos, awaits Sharpe's arrival with a battalion of French soldiers and a vicious commanding general who
keeps the scalps of his dead enemies as trophies. Outmaneuvered by Ducos's treachery and abandoned by his own navy, Sharpe has only two choices: to
escape with the aid of the charming, unscrupulous American mercenary, Cornelius Killick, or die.
Sharpe's Revenge
The Invasion of France, June to November 1813
Richard Sharpe and the Campaign in Northern Portugal, Spring 1809
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